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INTRODUCTION
The long; term national objectives of the United States in
aeronautical and space,activities are stated in general terms in
the enabling legislation -establishing NASA. It is the responsibility
of 'NASA to Interpret the legislative language in more, specific
terms and to assure .that the program so generated provides an
efficient means, of achieving.the following.objectives>expressed in
PL 85-568,,Sec. 102(c) as:
11
 The .aeronautical and-space activities of the
United'States shall be:conducted so ,as-to contribute
materially to one or more of the. following objectives:
(1) The expansion of human knowledge
of phenomena in.,the atmo.sphere and
space;
(2) The improvement of the usefulness,
performance,,, speed,, safety,, and
.efficiency of aeronautical and space
. vehicles;
(3) The development and operation, of
vehicles capable of carrying instruments,
' ' equipment,, supplies, and living organ-
dsms.,through space;
(4) The establishment of long-range studies
,of the.potential benefits to be gained
from, ,the opportunities for, and.the
.problems,involved.in the,utilization of
aeronautical and. space, activities for
peaceful and scientific purposes;
• (5) The preservation'of the role of the
- United.States, as.a,leader in aeronauti- '
cal. and space,science,and technology
and in the, application thereof to the
. .conduct of peaceful activities within
. and,outside, the atmosphere;
(6) The:making available to.agencies
, . directly concerned with national
defense,of discoveries that have
• military value or significance,., and
the furnishing by such Agencies,, to
the civilian agency established to
. direct, and control non-military
aeronautical and space activities,
of information.as to. discoveries^which
have value or significance to, that
agency; .
(7) Cooperation by the United States
• with/other nations.and groups of . • '
nations .in work done pursuant to this
. Act and in the peaceful application of
the results, thereof; and
(8) The most effective utilization of the
scientific and:engineering resources
of the United States, with close coe
operation lairBDng ;all interested 'agencies
of the United States, in order to. avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort, <
-facilities/, and equipment.IK . •
In operational terms, these objectives, are instructions to
explore and to utilize both the atmosphere and the .regions outside
. the:earth's. atmosphere for peaceful and:scientific..pjrpo.sesy/while «
.at the same.time.providing?research support..to, the^ Department of
'Defense. . These objectives,can be attained;only by means,of abroad
..-and.soundly conceived program of research, development and'Operar-
tions in space. In the long run,, such activities ;should. make .'feasible
the manned'exploration of the moon-.and the nearby planets, and,this
/exploration may,-thus be taken as a long-term goal of NASA activi-
ties. To ^ assure steady; and rapid progress to ward-these objectives,
a NASA Ten Year Plan has been developed and is presented in this
.document. '
In interpreting the,Plan,, it must be remembered that the -
implications .for. the national economy reach far beyond.the specific
.program goaleL For example,: the: space; science .activities cover
the frontiers of almost all the major areas of the physical
sciences, and these activities thus provide support of the
physical-sciences in general. In a similar manner, the
technological developments of specific applications in the
fields of electronics, materials, propulsion, etc., will con-
tribute, directly or indirectly, to all subsequent military
weapons developments and to many unforeseen civilian applica-
tions. Reciprocally, the NASA program is provided with sup-
port, direct or Indirect, from all the related research and
development activities outside NASA.
The plan is presented at a level of effort which
corresponds to an efficient and steadily growing capability.
The anticipated rate of progress is illustrated by Figures
I and II.
Figure I shows the growth in spacecraft* size expected
to be.achieved during the coming ten years, an increase in
weight of the largest spacecraft that could be launched from
150 pounds in FY 1959 to more than 50,000 pounds by FY 1967.
Figure II shows the substantial anticipated growth of
NASA's overall capability tocarry forward its program of
space activity during the coming decade. Using the aggregate
weight of all the near earth satellites that could be launched
in a given year as an index of relative capability, an in-
crease from the less than 1000 pounds launched in FY 1959
to a launching potential equivalent to more than 300,000
pounds capable of being launched annually by FY 1968 is ex-
pected.
* The term spacecraft is used here to denote the entire use°
ful mass placed in a space trajectory. A spacecraft includes
the guidance and propulsion equipment needed for post-injection
mission use as well as the basic payload. Related terms are
launching ^ vehicle and space vehicle. A launching vehicle is
considered to consist of a first stage booster rocket and the
upper stages required to inject a spacecraft into a space
trajectory. The launching vehicle plus the spacecraft con-
stitute a space vehicle.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TEN YEAR PLAN
r \
The NASA Ten Year Plan is presented here in -broad
omtllnB.with significant milestones listed in Table T, and
the expected vehicle launching prograaaisummarized in Tables
II and III. Each element of the Plan is discussed in greater
detail in the remaining sections of this report.
It is the purpose of the Ten Year Plan to identify
specific objectives to be reached within the next several
years, identifying dates by which individual objectives
should be possible of attainment and setting fO3?th the pro-
gram for the current and next fiseal/years and the approxi-
mate plan for research and development necessary in the
longer-term future to accomplish the objectives of the nation
as. set forth broadly in the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958o This Plan, like any such document, is subject
to continuous review, and it is expected that a general revi-
sion will be produced annually.
The time period which the Plan treats is the oncoming
decade. A ten-year interval has no special significance;
yet it is considered to be an appropriate interval since
past experience has shown that' the time required to trans-
late research knowledge into operationally effective systems
in;-similar new fields of technology is generally of this
orderi The long lead times required for planning and de-
f|ningr£pace missions and. for the development of payloads
a's well as vehicles, also, makes it desirable to plan
activities on a long term'basis. An extrapolation' over
significantly longer intervals must be expected to be
radically modified by as yet,unanticipated research de-
velopments. On the other hand,, a plan covering a
significantly shorter interval cannot be expected to cover
the life period ©f operational systems already far advanced
in the development phase.
miring ths coming.ten years, NASA activities will In-
volve extensive1..programs ©f engineering development and
scientific research. Equipment and facilities often re-
quiring major advances over current engineering practice
nrnst be designed and built„ Achieving adequate reliability
over substantial periods ©f unattended operation in a
severe environment will require extensive testing on the
ground and in flight of both vehicles and their payloads.
These circumstances bring about the long lead times
associated with space activities .and, together with the
inherent high complexity of the equipment involved, con-
tribute to the high dollar cost of the space programs.
The Plan is divided, for convenience/ into four
separate, but strongly interrelated categories. They are:
fl') Space Vehicle Development; (2) Manned Space Flight;
(3) Engineering and Scientific Research; and (4) Space
Flight Operations. \
Space Vehicle Development
, This category is subdivided into three
principal areas: (l). launching vehicles;
(2) space propulsion technology; and (3)
vehicle systems technology. This category
of activities, Space Vehicle Development,
must receive primary emphasis for several
years until a vehicle with a payload capacity
adequate to support a variety of missions
and a guidance system adequate for both
orbital and deep-space missions has reached
a state of reasonable* reliability.
Manned Space Flight
A key element in the overall NASA pro-
gram, Manned Space Flight, has as its long
term objective, acquiring the vehicles and
technology necessary for man to move freely
through space. As a significant initial
step toward the attaining of this objective,
tha program for the next ten years is
directed toward providing the means for
manned flight to the moon. Project Mercury
is the first phase of the Manned Space Flight
program, and it has been assigned the highest
national priority.
Engineering and Scientific Research
This category has three principal sub-
divisions: (1) research activities to be
conducted in-a .space environment; (2) 'de-
velopment activities leading to the estab-
lishment of space-based operational systems
8which may be expected to contribute to the
general economy of the nation; and (3) the
supporting research program, carried out
primarily in laboratory research facilities, „
covering all the fields of engineering and
science which contribute to aeronautical and
space activitieso
' -. f
Space Flight Operations
This category provides the general
logistic support of the flight research and
development effort, the required launching
facilities and the tracking and telemetering
facilities and operations.
Scientific research plays a dual role in NASA activities.
The engineering developments necessary for space activities
must be based on a firm foundation of scientific knowledge.
On the other hand, a primary end product of space activities
is to furnish the scientist new and unparalleled oppor-
tunities for acquiring fundamental knowledge. In the con-
duct of scientific research, each new inquiry is in part
suggested by and depends upon the results of previous ex-
periments; consequently to exploit fully research oppor-
tunities as they unfold, it is necessary to provide con-
siderable program flexibility. General areas of interest
.can ^ specified on a long term basis, but detailed pro-
gramming should be done over a shorter period.
£ri order to view the problem for the next decade in
a proper perspective, it'is appropriate to consider first
the current situation. In the field of aeronautics the ,
United^States has a mature, efficient and effective in-
dustry which is supported by a highly skilled scientific
and0academic community and by well equipped and effective
Government laboratories, many of these being operated by
NASA. The aeronautical phase of'the responsibilities of
NASA has a long and stable history which need not be re-
viewed at this point. Oh the other hand, the new responsi-
bilities in the field of space activities concern a tech-
nological area Just becoming organized and in a state of
flux. The present remarks are thus directed toward the
space field.
The fact that we are in the very early developmental
phases of oyr engineering,technology for space activities
is clearly shown by a review of the results of our various
satellite and space probe launching efforts. Prior to
December; 1959* the Department of Defense and NASA have
attempted to launch 37 major satellites or space probes
using seven different types of launching vehicles. The
number of launchlngs with a given type vehicle has been
limited, varying from a high of eleven with Vanguard, to
a low of one, with an Atlas (Project Score);,consequently,
the flight test experience accumulated on any single
vehicle type has been low. Approximately one-third of
the launchings have successfully placed the payload in a
trajectory nominally equivalent to that planned where the
iristrunientation and telemetering systems carried out use-
fully the function for which they were installed. This
level of success closely parallels that achieved in guided
missile programs during their early developmental phases,
and as additional flight test experience is accumulated
on individual vehicle types, the reliability.can be
expected to improve.
/
While our operational history to date clearly demon-
strates the feasibility of undertaking space flight
activities, it also emphasizes, by the relatively low re-
liability so far attained and also by the very small pay-
load capacity realized with currently available /launching
vehicles, that we are only in the first phase of the de-
velopment of this new branch of engineering technology.
Under these circumstances, a primary goal for NASA activi-
ties in space for several years to come must be:
The development of a limited number of types of reliable
launching vehicles, together with the development and
^ig^m€
establishment of tracking and telemetry systems adequate
for the space missions expected to be undertaken.
To the extent possible, this goal must be supported,
not only by the development resources available to NASA,
but also by basic and applied research activities, both
"in-house" and contract. Further, the number of types of
launching vehicles developed should be kept small in
order to speed the attainment of acceptable levels of
reliability by concentrating flight experience as much
as possible. Also, the launching vehicles should be large
enough to carry, together with substantial payloads, guidance
systems having sufficient accuracy and flexibility for the
various missions contemplated over the next several years.
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SPACE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT
A primary responsibility of NASA is to develop an
engineering capability in space activities which can provide
the propulsion required to carry significant payloads into
space, .together with guidance which permits the "desired mis-
sions to be performed, and with a level of reliability which
characterises all mature engineering activities. Such an
engineering capability is clearly required to carry out an
effective program of research and exploration in space. The
space vehicle* systems which are now operating are..deficient
on all three counts - propulsion, guidance, and reliability.
The plan for developing the required vehicle capability is
given below in three partss Launching Vehicle'Development;
Space Propulsion Technology; and Vehicle"Systems Technology.
• ~ - - / \
Launching Vehicle Development
The goal of the fiJASA -launching vehicle development pro-
gram is to develop a series of vehicles of sufficient capa-
city and reliability to [Launch appropriate spacecraft into
the desired space missions. The spacecraft will vary in size
from the present levels of up to several hundred pounds to
manned spacecraft of many tons. The missions planned during
the next ten years vary from probes travelling a few hundred
miles vertically into space to exploration of the moon and the
nearer planets.
.. " " ^
The size and staging required of a launching vehicle
depends both on the weight of the spacecraft to be launched
and the required Injection velocity for :the start of the
space mission. The number of types of launching vehicles
and types of vehicle stages developed should be kept at a
minimum in pr&er to increase reliabilltyJ'through the repeti-
tive use of a few vehicle systems and components. The ballis-
tic missiles developed by the Department of Defense are used
as launching;vehicle components wherever possible,.particularly
in the.years immediately ahead.
*See page 3.
, 1 4
The experience of the last fifteen years In the develop-
ment ©f guided missiles provides an important and valid guide
to the c@urse of development to be expected in space vehicles;
however, one significant difference in the development pattern
is t® toe expected. Typical missile development programs
have frequently been initiated with a series of special pro-
pulsion test vehicles since the appropriate guidance equip-
ment required a substantially longer lead time before guidance
flight tests could be made. In the last few years, sufficiently
advanced guidance components have been developed that it now
appears feasible to Introduce developmental guidance systems
in initial vehicles. The initial development flights of
space vehicles can thus carry a reduced scientific payload
and be assigned a specific space mission; however, the initial
development status must be expected to carry with it a rela-
tively low reliability.
Each new, launching vehicle development program will
require a certain number of flights'for vehicle development.
The exact number depends upon many factors, but will probably
vary between ten and twenty. During this period a substantial
amount of vehicle oriented instrumentation must be carried
on each flight, and considerable engineering support will be
required for component evaluation, redesign,and test. On most
©f these flights, spacecraft will be launched into specific
missions. However, until adequate reliability is achieved,
launching vehicle development will be the primary purpose of
each flight, and the instrumentation required for this purpose
will not be sacrificed in the interest of the spacecraft being
launched„ During this development period, the vehicle reli-
ability - which must be expected to be low initially - will
gradually improve. The end of the development period is marked
toy the attainment of asi acceptable level of reliability.
There are currently f©ur launching vehicles in use by
NASA and four vehicles being developed by NASA. In addition,
there are two launching vehicles under development by DOD
that will be used by NASA. Summaries of the performance ©f
-these ten vehicles are given in Table IV while the,develop-
ment program is outlined in Table V. As these development
programs mature, it IB expected that the number of launching
vehicle types in use .by WASA during the next ten'years will be ,
standardized at four, one vehicle type in each performance "class
as identified by the first stage,;Scout, Thor, Atlas, and Saturn.
The Redstone and Atlas vehicles will be used to launch the
development and operational spacecraft in Project Mercury.
Seven Redstone and Twelve Atlas launehings, are scheduled.
15
The Juno Il^ and Thor-Able projects were~ transferred to
NASA froaj.the Department of Defense at the time NASA was
activate^. The Juno II and Thor-Able vehicles will not be
used beyond the presently scheduled flights, five and two^
respectively.
Scout is being developed as a relatively low cost launch-
ing vehicle , capable of placing reasonable scientific pay-loads
in a.low^ earth orbit. Thor-Celta, of which twelve are on order,
is being developed as an Interim launching vehicle for somewhat
'greater earth orbit spacecraft than provided for by Scout and
for limited deep space missions,, Thor-Agena B, being developed
by DOD, will be suitably modified:-by NASA as a greater capacity ,
replacement for Thor-Delta.
An adequately staged Atlas using conventional prppellants
in each stagewill;permit considerably greater weight space-
craft to be launched than have been placed in space by the
United States to date. Such staging is reasonably well repre-
sented by the Atlas-Agerta B vehicle which*, as currently being
developed, consists of the Atlas plus one additional stage.
The ^ tlas-Centaurvvehicle provides considerably greater
spacecraft launching capacity than .does the Atlas-AgenaB. This,
greater capacity results, from the substitution of a hydrogen
fueled stag^ for the more conventionally fueled upper stage of
Atlas-Agena B. A modification of the^hydrogen fueled Centaur
stage is suitable as anvjiipper staged/for Saturn. Certainr_prob-
lems inherent in the use-~of hydrogen in an upp^ r stage lead to
appreciable uncertaintiep in estimates; of the development time
required. ' Howeve^ ,;^ up§n;'the suecesff'ui completion of the
Centaur development* Atlks'-Agena B [wiil be phased, out, leaving
a,single Atlas bas^d laianchlng vehJLcle.
As Table IV shows, Saturn has about four timestitihe.jfirst;
stage thrust capacity of Atlas. At the present tim'e only "the
first stage of Saturn Is being fabricated. A decision on-the
configuration of the upper stages is currently being made.
The pay load capacity -of S,aturn will vary according to this
upper staging. ' •'•/
Space missions such as a manned landing on thevinoon and
return to earth will require launching vehicles having a per-
formance capacity beyond that of a single Saturn. To achieve
this greater capacity, one ©r more of the following courses
of development must.be successful? (l) the development of a
chemically fueled launching vehicle of several times the capacity,
of Saturnj (2) the solution of the problems of space rendezvous;
or (3) the application of nuclear energy in thermal rockets."
The development of a vehicle of several times the capacity
of Saturn will require a larger thrust engine than is now avail-
able. The 1.5 million pound thrust Nova rocket engine under
development by NASA provides such an engine.
To launch a spacecraft, directly from the surface of the
earth, sullfeable for a manned landing on the moon and return to
earth wiXjrrequire a capacity of about four times that of a
single Saturn. Preliminary design studies for an appropriate
Nova launching vehicle, together with ,a preliminary mission
analysis and a vehicle development plan will be completed by
1963. For the purpose of this Plan, it is,assumed that a Nova
vehicle development will be initiated 'and will reach the initial
flight phase by the end of the decader
Design studies on the problems of space rendezvous are
currently under way ,aswa part of the Saturn vehicle lunar mis-
sion arialysis. Research on the application of nuclear energy
±ri thermal rockets is being carried out as a part of the space
propulsion technology program. • I .
Space Propulsion Technology „
The objectives of NASA's activities, JLn the space propulsion
technology area are the development of propulsion systems suit-
able for the nation's ispedlate and future needs for orbital
and deep space flight arid the support of the research needed
to precede and to guide the development activities."
\ ' ''
These developments are in the areas of liquid propellant,
solid propellant,.nuclear and electric propulsion. They are
coupled with the necessary supporting research projects which
will assure a steady growth in the "state-of-the-art" arid back .
up the propulsion developments.
The 1.5 million pound thrust engine JLs the present major
development item in this area. It is scheduled to be ready
for flight test by 1964. The development currently is in the
injector development phase and a "work horse" chamber has been
fired. ! -
i '
By mid 1963 a general propulsion system review and evalua-
tion will be carried out as an element of the Nova vehicle
17
preliminary design studies. In this review and evaluation :
large liquid or solid engines and clusters of smaller engines
will be considered as well as." the merits of promising sew
engine configurations such as the plug nozzle.
in "..order to use properly the full potential of presently
planned large boosters, Jit will be necessary to develop Tiigh
thrust> high energy upper stage engines. An example is the
150K, IH2-02 .^ ngine being considered as a possible second
phase Saturn, development. . Alternatively, adaptions of con-
ventional , LOX~JP or storable propellant engines must be
carried out. i-
research and advanced development program on liquid r
propellant systems includes propellarit evaluation, evaluation
of novel propulsion system concepts -- particularly those adapt-
able to space applications, injector design and component
design and evaluation. '
In .the soli$'t:propellant field, NASA is conducting research
and development on thrust modulation of solid rockets, materials,
solid propellant provision systems and high energy prope~llants .
The objective of this program is an extension of solid "rocket
technology, in order to increase the versatility and performance
of solid rockets for those space missions for which solid pro-
pellant rockets have preferred characteristics. Advanced
development workjwill be directed primarily toward the~ relatively
small, special purpose ro~c$c<its, needed for payload uses and
advanced missions.
The nuclear rocket program is a Joint NASA-AEC venture
with./tfee: "AEC. responsible for the reactor and > the NASA for
power plant and systems hardware. This work is presently in
the supporting research stage and Is directed toward evolving
an experimental nuclear heat transfer rocket for space propul-
sion. The major purpose of the present nuclear program Is the
evaluation of all the thermal, nuclear, mechanical and logistic
factors of a nuclear system^ The present KIWI reactor tests
and "Rover" pump development are scheduled to be completed by
1964. The nuclear heat "transfer program will be reviewed con-
tinuously ibcr~det ermine when" the full development of a flyable
nuclear rocket system is appropriate. A general design analysis
of a flyable system wll,l be made t© provide 'basic engineering
information for this reylew. A 1000. megawatt: reactor, capable
of belngi launched by Saturn, Is currently being considered.
18
The entire electric and solar propulsion program is in
the early experimental research phase. It is the objective
of NASA* through a program of research and experimentation,
to determine the characteristics of these high specific
impulse, but generally low thrust, propulsion systems. If
the research.results are promising, these systems will be used
for space vehicle attitude stabilization, orbit correction and
position control, and main propulsion for high altitude satel-
lites and deep space probes.
It appears at this time that several years of research
will be required to reach an initial Evaluation of the develop-
ment potential of Ion and plasma propulsion systems. Research
results on this type of propulsion system will also be reviewed
continuously to determine when the program should proceed into
a development phase. The ion> and plasma propulsion systems for
space flight will require an electrical power source of at
least 30 KW, the SNAP VIII power level. Therefore., ion and
plasma schemes, suitable for space propulsion,o.are/Veryrmuch
dependent on the successful outcome of the SNAP VIII develop-
ment. It is expected that the^development of this device will
require about 4 - 5 years.
Vehicle Systems Technology
The objective of the vehicle systems technology program
is to develop the components and the technology of guidance,
control, orientation, and auxiliary power units required to
permit the timely development of advanced vehicle and space-
craft systems. A substantial development program for these
devices is being carried forward by the Department of Defense
and NASA plans to take full advantage of this support.
The role of NASA in the vehicle systems technology area
will be to engage in a continuing program of research and
advanced development in "order to advance the-state-of-the-art
and to improve the subsystem elements of guidance,',control,
and auxiliary power systems. Due to the fact that the system
requirements for these components are strongly mission or
vehicle oriented, the development of hardware Items in this
area will be carried to the point where the feasibility and
operation of critical portions of the system have been demon-
strated.,^  The development of such devices will be carried to
the state of complete operational units and Integrated into
the overall;system when a specific need has been generated
by a vehicle or spacecraft program.
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The vehicle system technology program Is divided into two
major areas, guidance and control ard electrical power genera-
tion. jThe overall program is shown in Table'VI.
The •'guidance and control activities for the present and
the near future are based on aistudy made for NASA in the
e|arly part taf 1959. ThisT program consists of the development
of light-weight inertial guidance with a follow-on improvement
program for :the injection,guidance of the Agena B, Centaur,
and pbssibly the Saturn vehicle. For early usage~in mid-course
guidance9 earth-based command systems using the deep-space
tracking inet will be developed. Forria-ter applications, parti-
cularly for planetary approaches, the spacecraft will use a
vehicle borne celestial guidance system. Terminal guidance
and attitude control systems' are extremely mission oriented
and require a specific design related to the requirements of
each mission.
• . ' \
Target dates for key guidance items which will be developed
to the point 'of being ready for initial flight tests in order to
fit1 specifie'payload jor mission needs ares Agena B and Centaur
injection guidance by early 1961? crude payload attitude
stabilization by early;-.1961 ,-. ground-bas.ed radio1 mid-course
guidance by mid 1961, vehicle-based celestial mid-course guidance
by mid 1962, improved injection guidanc'e by mid 1962, soft land-
ing terminal guidance for lunar or .planetary spacecraft by, 1963,
injection: guidance If or
 v a two stage Saturn vehicle by 1963,!
accurate payload attitude stabilization (0.01° or better) for
the orbiting astronomical observatory by 1964, and rendezvous
terminal guidance for orbital staging by about 1965.
Considerable supporting research and advanced development
is required to support the guidance and control program. Areas
which will be Investigated include smil'l, light-weight precision
_(10°5g) accele^ ometers,, cryogenic,1 electromagnetic, and' electro-
static support"',s^ s/bemsi;rf|>r; gyros and attitude control inertia
wheels, long life gyroscope spin axis bearings, 'and attitude'
control.and system Integration of payloads having large solar
collectors or antennas,, •--• " :-•" -;
•• - . . , Jl .• .' -. ' f .'j-. . ' .-• . . . . . .
The present electrical power generation program is divided
into three major-areas/-nuclear, solar -, and chemical. This pro-
gram for the next few years will be largely one o£ a supporting
research and advaaa ced development i nature.
The need for large nuclear power sources stems primarly
from the.requirements of providing large amounts of. electrical
power forelectrical propulsion devices of reasonable thrust.
is |o supply the power demands-for payloads
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higher power levels than can be supplied conveniently
by solar or chemical meana. These power levels, generally taken
to be greater" than 5>\to 10 kilowatts, might be required, for
example, for a wide..'bandwidth active communications satellite in,
a 24-hour orbit or a meteorological satellite using radar.
The current major problem area Jn^he nuclear electric
program is the development of the technology of high tempera-
turei l&qmld metal closed cycle power generation systems. To
satisfy this need, a program of research and analysis is under-
way on the problems of liquid metal eqrrosivity, boiling and
condensing heat transfer, the emissive properties of radiators
in space, radiator penetration by mlcrometeorities, and shield-
ing techniques. It is expected that this program will continue^
for the next several years.
The present NASA nuclear _electric power generation pro-
gram has one advanced development effort, the.Snap VIII, a
30 KW reactor turboelectric power system in which the reactor
will be supplied"by the AEG and NASA will develop the conver-
sion system. It is expected that the program goals! will be
accomplished by about 1965. - v
In addition to the 30 KW power system,mentioned above,
there Is need for a reliable pdwer unit in the 50 watt to
5 KW level which is not dependent on accurate attitude orienta-
tion and the use of solar energy. .Such^ a unit would find use
for a lunar or Venusian soft landing or a, nonoriented space-
craft.^  NASA interest in such units has been expressed to the
AEG so.that it may be taken into icomsideration in the AEC's
current research and development program on small nuclear
electric power generation systems.
A study of the hazards associated with the use of
nuclear power supplied in space vehicles is presently being"
made by a Joint NASArAEC committee. TheArecommendations .df
this committee .are expected to b<§ submitted to th£ Adminis-
trator by February I960, and the NASA nuclear power genera^-
tioji program will be reviewed at that time in, the light "of
these recoiranendationSo '
The remaining ,NASA needs.for electrical power genera-
tion in space can be satisfied by application of solar or
chemical energy. Solar power is best suited for providing
low to moderate ^ amounts of electrical power for long dura-
tions while chemical power,is better suited to supplying a
wide range of energy levels for short times or for energy •
accumulation and storage.
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The research and advanced development program on solar
power will provide support In areas such as photovoltaic,cells,
solar collector structures, thermionic, thermoelectric,°arid
turboelectrie conversion devices, and thermal energy storage.
The-present solar power program has one major development
effort, Sunflower I, which will combine the AEG SNAP II turbo-
electric conversion system with a solar heated mercury |jfoiT:er
located at the focus of a 30-foot diameter parabolic mirror
collector.
Chemical or electrochemical power generation devices are
used to supply or store electrical energy in practically ^ all
launching vehicles and spacecraft. Most of the NASA require-
ments for primary and secondary batteries can be met with units
which are already in an advanced state t>f development by indus-
try. Research and advanced^development will be provided, how-
ever, in t;he areas of high performance primary batteries, and
high efficiency, low weight energy storage systems. An item
Tin which NASA has a specific Interest is the hydrogen-oxygen
fuel cell. The NASA program in the area of ehemidal or
 x
electrochemical power generation devices should be implemented'
as soon as possible.
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MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Manned space flight, a key element in the overall NASA
gram* has as its long term objective acquiring the vehicles
technology necessary for" man to move freely through space. "•"" Pro-
ject Mercury* the first phase of the manned space flight program,
has been assigned the highest national priority.
Corollary to Project Mercury are the Joint NASA-BOD" pro-
Jects5 X-15 and Dyna Spar. Both of these research projects will
place a man in the space environment for a period of mihutei. By
mutual agreement .between the Department of Defense and NASA, the
DOD has assuMed funding responsibility for both projects. NASA
is technical manager of .the X-lf^  reseaBchpprogram and the DOD is
technical manager of the Dyna Sbar research program. Each
 w . j
organization will assist the other with technical counsel and '*"""'•'
advice as required.
 k
The manned space flight program for -the igxt ten years con-
sists of a continuing bio-medical research program and three
interrelated engineering phases g (l) Project Mercury; (2) a
research and advanced development phase j and (3) an advanced
projects ^ phase.
The NASA bio-medieal program has two paribs, the life sup-
port systems required for manned space flight '-activities and
the ..basic scientific research made possible by access to the
free space environment/ Th,e bio-medical area is currently
being^ s-tudied by an advisjory^ roup which will recommehtf- a pre-
ferred program by January I960.
; As the manned space flight program, proceeds from Project
Mer@aii?y to the more advanced, phases, ! the large and complex
operations anticipated can rbV expected to require an integra-
tion of, all the engineering experience developed in earlier
phases of the space program. In addition, a project such as
a permanent manned space station could provide the opportunity
for the integration ©f many of the currently f oreseeni uses of
space f light » in particular, it could provide a site not only
for an engineering and, scientific research laboratory, but also
for applied meteorological and communications activities.
-• In order to mihlmlgse parallel developments, a technical
policy will be followed of using as many as possible of the
other, projects In the NASA space flight program for the .
lriitia3L%development and flight testing of manned space flight
subsystems.
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Project Mercury has as its objective demonstrating the
feasibility of manned space flight by achieving' the safe
recovery of the .astronaut after a three orbit-mission. The
plan .for accomplishing this goal Is summarized in.Sable VII.
Outstanding milestones will be the manned suborbital flights',
the first orbital flight of the unmanned capsule and the
achievement of the program goal. The manned suborbital flights
are scheduled to ocieur- during the interval August I960 throitgir.
March 1961, and the first orbital flight of the unmanned cap-
sule is scheduled for November I960.
The research and advanced development,-phase, already under
way and expected to last for the next three or four years, will'
provide ~the background for advanced manned space flight systems.
The development of free space mid-course and terminal guidance
and,control systems'is being carried out in conjunction with
the? Junar, and planetary5exploration program. The desired; con-
figuration and the aerodynamic, structural, guidance and _con-
trol characteristics of the re->ntry (or ferry) vehicle"are
being studied as part of the aeronautical and space research
program. The remaining portion'-of this phase of the program
is directed toward planning'the advanced-projects phasje by defin-
ing 'the; mission problem, the injection vehicle development require-
ments and the re-entry vehicle development requirements.
In order to plan adequately the advanced projects phase,
a mission study based oh the use" of the Saturn vehicle is now
under way and should 'be completed by mid 1961. This study will
cover the various ..possible missions, "and will present a recom-
mended program. F©r :the present, it is assumed that the -study
will recommend a program based on the Saturn vehicle leading
toward manned cireumlunar flight in about 1966-1967 and the
establishment of a'permanent near-earth space station in about
1968-1969. Manned exploration of the moon and the nearer
planets must remain as major goals for the ensuing decade.
'" ' ' ' ' . • '•'' '"'
A strongly interrelated re-entry vehicle Dstudy currently
under way also 1® expected-to be completed by mid,1961. This
study will consider the various configuration and systems prob-
lems, will take into account any .information gained in the/ .,• *~
Mercury and Dyna Soar programs, and will present a recbn®aended
program. For the purpose ©f the present Plan, it is assumed
that a single re -entry 'vehlellr
 rcan satisfy the requirements for
Both .the^ lunarrandntfaie near-earth missions and can be used with
a n advanced booster system. , - . - ' ' ' •
*V" .
As an essential step in the preparation for manned explora-
tion of the moon and the nearer planets in decades to come, a
preliminary Nova vehicle mission study will be undertaken in
conjunction with the Nova vehicle configuration analysis, and
it is estimated that<-these studies -will be completed by 1963.
For the purposes of this Plan it is assumed that these studies
will recommend a Nova vehicle development for manned lunar
explorations and for larger scale space station activities
ileading toward manned planetary explorations, and that.a Nbva
vehicle system development will be initiated in 1963. ;
Upon initiation of the Nova vehicle, development program,
' a comprehensive Nova vehicle mission analysis will be under-
taken to specify the manned space exploration program based on
the $£ova vehicle. •-
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•ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Another primary responsibility of NASA is t§ conduct a
program of research which will contribute "mate*!ally'to the
expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere
and space and to the improvement of the usefulness, perform-
ance, speed, safety and efficiency ,of aeronautical arid space
vehicles. To fulfill this responsibility, NASA has a three- '
fold-program of -(!') Scientific Investigations in Space to extend
mani:& knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere vand space;
(2) Satellite Applications to^  exploit the discoveries of space
science and to develop those aspects of aeronautical and space
technology which are of potential economic and social benefit
and•-X.3) Aeronautical /and Space Research to provide the broad
f^oundation of scientific and engineering information needed
to insure the successful development of the national aeronauti-
cal and space program. Plans in these .three areas of activity
a r e discussed below. ' - • ' . '
Scientific Investigations-in Space
While space science, activities consist .primarily of;'
Investigation®'made possible by "rockets, satellites and space
probes, it is supported by essential "earth-bound" laboratory
research programs which are discussed more fully under the
heading Aeronautical and Space Research. In the space science
program -as in other programs of scientific research, each ^new
'Inquiry depends In part upon the results of previous experi-
ments. While gross areas can be identified which are likely
to have long term research interest, detailed,; planning, can be
projected effectively only a short distance into the future r -
and should be strongly Influenced by research results ^ as they
are accumulated. For the purposes of this^ 'Mran, the- space
"science Activities are grouped in the following subareass
1. Sounding Rockets
-i
2. Scientific Satellites
3. Lunar and Planetary Exploration
Sounding Rockets
The sounding rocket program is a continuing investigation
of geophysical and related"phenomena in the region of the "
earth's surface through satellite altitudes. "Continuing
,studies and investigations will bfe made ofthe structure of
 :the
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atmosphere; the Ionosphere and the geomagnetic field; the
origin, nature, motion and distribution of energetic particles;
and the chemistry of and solar-dynamical effects in the upper
atmosphere. The sounding rocket program Is currently being
carried out at a rate of approximately 100 launchings ^per
year and is expected to continue at about this rate.
Scientific Satellites „ • _
Scientific satellite activity is ,a continuing program of
research in geophysics, observational astronomy and solar
physics. '
The program of geophysical research includes Investigation
of the structure, composition arid dynamical behavior of the
earth" s atmospherevand ionosphere j investigation of the nature
and origin of the Great Radiation Belts;, investigation of the
relations between solar activity, the earth' s atmosphere" and
surface meteorology^ and investigation of phenomena associated
with photons i ions, cosmic rays, other energetic particles,
magnetic, electric and gravitational fields ,x mlcrometeorltltsu
and other matter. . '- . \ '
' ' • • • . . . . . . . - . ' • * . , .
The observational astronomy program consists of several
interrelated projects whose objectives are to establish and.
operate astronomical observatories ©rblting above the absolving
atmosphere of the earth. Precision telescopic observations^
with ground control, will be made of the emission and absorp-
tion features. of the sun, stars, planetp and nebulae in the
unexplored ultraviolet, Infrared and X ray regions , of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Gamma ray emissions from the sun,
stars and interstellar space will be studied and observations
of the planets, snail, radio stars and, the galactic background
will be made at radio frequencies which are absorbed by the
earth's atmosphere and ionosphere. Several effects predicted
by general relativity which cannot be investigated adequately
on the surface of the earth will be tested.
The solaj? ffiiysl^ s program encompasses the establishment
and operatlep «of unmanned solar observatories above the earth's
atmosphere to make photometric and spectographic observations
of the sun and the solar atmosphere In the ultraviolet, X ray
and infrar'ed. regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Even-
tually, probes will be employed to penetrate the solar atmosphere
to make direct observation of llis properties. •
Scientific satellite activity is expected to build up to
approximately twelve iaimehlngs per year by fiscal year 1962
and to continue at this level for the remainder of the decade.
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Lunar and Planetary Exploration
During' the next ten years NASA's program of lunar and
planetary explorations will" emphasize^ initially the study
of the moon. While manned flight to the-moon Is not a goal
expected to be achieved during the next ten years, in a
senses the manned space flight; program, the spice vehicledevelopment program, and the program of unmanned lunar and
planetary exploration are all oriented toward the ultimate
objective of manned flight to the moon and the nearby planets.
The program described here is one of the essential preparatory
activities, the unmanned exploration of the mbpn and--planets.-'
The scientific objectives of the unmanned lunar and
planetary exploration program are the exploration of/the sur-
face and nearby environment of the moon and the nearer planets
and,the determination of the physical and chemical properties
ofrthe lunar and planetary atmospheres, surfaces'and interiors.
The program Includes; lunar and planetary probes, orblters,
,rough landings, sof.t landings, and mobile vehicles for unmanned
exploration. It is.recognized that the program will make ever:
Increasing demands' ©n vehicle and guidance capabilities.
^ V • - ' " ' " - . • ~i
The unmanned exploration of the moon and near planets will
proceed in roughly three phases. The first phase, preliminary
 v
lunar flights,,, lias as its objective the obtaining of'initial
information'about the lunar surface and environment. Three
additional flights are scheduled to be launched in this first
phase program, a Thor-Able Beep Space Probe in early I960, an,
Atlas-Able Lunar Probe (with backup) in the middle of i960, and a
Shbav-Delfea Spaee Probe in. late 1960.
The second phase has as its objectives the collection of
detailed data on lunar surface characteristics, including,,
studies with contact instrumentation, arid may include initial
flights to the vicinity of the nearer planets. - This phase
makes use-of the more advanced vehicles. Atlas-Agena B and
At las-Centaur. Planetary probes to 'the vicinity of Venus and/or
Mars In late 1962 will be flown, .provided the 1960-1962 jexperl-
ence with vehicle development has been,favorable. The level of
effort during this .second phas'e will build up to about four
flights fAtlas-Agena or Atlks-Centaur) per year'1...- The early
flights^  (1961-1912) "will have .payload experiments consistent
with the guidance developients ©f that period which1 will be
limited to injection and :(later) mid-oourse systems. By the.
end of 1962 or; the beginning of
 r1963, initial experiments based
on lunar terminal guidance should become feasible. Later, the
1964- opportunities to' launch vehicles toward Mars and Venus
will be exploited. , •
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The third (advanced) phase of the unmanned Lunar and
Planetary Explorations program has as its objective, the
exploration and investigation of the lunar atmosphere, sur-
face and Interior in sufficient detail to permit large-seale
research and development leading to the manned lunar landing
operation and the Initiation of a more intensive planetary
exploration program.'
The most significant lunar and planetary missions start-
ing in 1965 are expected to require relatively heavy payloads
such as might be delivered with an advanced Atlas-Gentaur or a
Saturn. An Advanced Lunar Exploration Mission Analysis lead-
ing to the specification of a.recommended program for this
phase will be completed in 1961. while the details of the
program are not yet determined, it is expected-that approxi-
mately 10 to, 15 lunar flights will be required during the
period from 1965 through 1969. , ,
' *
The planetary missions have, as their scientific objec-
tives, the study of the origin and evoluation of the solar
system, the study of the nature of planetary surfaces and
atmosphere, and the search for life on the planets. Vehicles
with at least the performance of a three stage JVtlas-Agena
and preferably that of Atlas-Centaur or Saturn will be
required. A Planetary Exploration Mission Analysis to specify
a recommended program for this activity should be completed
in 1961. While .the details of the program, are not yet deter-
mined, it is expected thatapproximately 10 flights will be .
required during the period 1965 through 1969.
Satellite Applications
It is the purpose of the Satellite Applications program
to exploit the discoveries of space science .and to develop
those aspects of aeronautical and space technology which are
of potential economic and social benefit. Current programs
call for the .application of space techniques to .communications,
meteorology and navigation.
Communications :
The objectives of NASA's activities in the communications
satellite area are to conduct a program of research and evalua-
tion on.the use of satellites for communications purposes in,
order to demonstrate feasibility and to promote the development
of an adequate and effective communications satellite technology.
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Both the Department of Defense and NASA have active pro-
grams In this area with the DOD currently concentrating on
the development of an active repeater communic.ations satellite
system and NASA doing research on a passive, reflector system.
NASA"s experimental approach starts with the development of
large Inflatable spheres which form the satellite component of
a passive system. Associated ground transmitting and receiving
equipment will be used in a_later phase to demonstrate the
feasibility of passive communications systems and also to
evaluate the quality of the construction, in the space environ-
ment, of' the passive reflector. ' •'•',
Concurrent ;With the experimental program on passive commu-
nicatiotis .systems, there will be a program of analysis directed,,
.toward a .better understanding of national communications Tjsystern
requirements. This analysis will Include consideration bf
military as well as civil e'oimnunicatipns satellite system
requirements and feature a comprehensive survey of the Teseareh
now going on in communication's ; satellite technology, both ~
privately and publicly financed. It,is expected that the initial
results of thfe analysis''will be available early in 1961 to assist
In formulating the program for further,-activity in the communica-
tions satellite area. ' '" f f •.
The nature ©f the ©emmunlcatlons satellite research program,
beyond the first year depends ©n both the results of the- techni-
cal analysis and the policy finally adopted with respect"to
governments-Industry relations. In broad outlrie, it ,1s expected
'that the future program will involve further research and analysis
and an experimental research program involving on the order of
one major vehicle per year, ©r the equivalent share of several
pay-loads .on satellites or ^sounding rockets.
Meteorology -
The major objective of the national meteorological satellite
program is an Increase- in the knowledge and understanding of the
atmosphere so that this•knowledge can be applied to the fore-
casting of; weather. It is the specific purpose of<NASA in. this
national'program to develop a meteorological satellite observa-
tional system which can be Integrated Into the meteorological
operations ©f the United States. ,'/
. . - • • ' - • ' s
The meteorological satellite program should develop into
an observ/atlonal ,system which will meet the Information requij*e-
ments of the two prime users of these data - the Weather Bureau
and the Department of Defense. T© insure that the program
satisfies these needs, a Joint Meteorological Satellite Advisory
Committee has been established with representation from the
Weather Bureau, the Department ©f Defense and NASA.
: High altitude rocket photography has shown that adequate
resolution of cloud systems can be obtained from several hundred
miles altitude. With this background,' a satellite program can
.proceed with assurance that operationally useful data in at.
least this limited category will be obtained.
While the Meteorological Satellite Program is now in a
research phase, it is being carried out with the expectation
of evolving into an operational phase. In the operational
phase, the operational responsibility should be carried either
by the Weather Bureau or jointly by the Weather^  Bureau and
NASA (and possibly DOD). A determination of the policy to be
followed will be made as early ^ as possible.
There.^ re several research^programs within NASA separate
from the meteorological satellite program which have direct
meteorological aspects.; for example, a portion of the space
sciences geophysical program is directed toward the. determina^
tion of the composition and stru-eture-of the upper atmosphere.
Three NASA geophysical satellites flown In 1959 carried experi-
ments related to the meteorological program. These are the
Vanguard II cloud cover experiment, the Explorer VI cloud cover
experiment and the Explorer VII-heat balance experiment.
At present, the meteorological satellite activity has
both analytical and experimental research programs. The
expeEdtmental program has currently sehe^ aled two Tiros flights
in early and mid I960. Under the code name Nimbus, considera-
tion is being given to a meteorological package for inclusion
as part of the pay load of-advanced .launching vehicles in 1961
and 1962. . . - " ' •
The experimental research program .is expected to continue,
concurrent with any developmental e* operational program, at
approximately its present level, corresponding to ;two Thor-
Agena payloads per"year or the equivalent in"partial payloads
in other vehicles.
The analytical phase of the meteorological satellite pro-
gram is being carried out primarily by the Weather Bureau with
NASA sponsorship. A meteorological satellite research group
has been established in the Weather Bureau to process andvj
analyze meteorological satellite-data, to assist In the design
of experiments and instrumentation, to utilize the resulting
satellite data to increase our knowledge of the atmosphere,
and1to develop techniques of applying satellite data to meteoro-
logical operations. -
The present -research program has as one of its principal
purposes the obtaining of sufficient Information to enable
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a decision to be made on. the appropriate time tip introduce an
operational meteorological satellite system. A; development
plan for such an operational system will be prepared as soon
as sufficient research^ information is ayai]«ible; the earliest
possible date is estimated to be mid 1961. £ decision to •
intihpduce an operational phase wlllVbe based jOn a review: of
obseijrvatlonal isatellitl^techniques ^ deveipP6^1 ini tlie experi-'
mental research program, on the state of, meteorological ^scienqe
at that time 'and on the need Tor a satellite system. For the
present Plan, it is assumed ,that a Decision £s! made to introduce
an operational phase JbiTpy 1963 based on sample, Vldicon type,
cloud cover measurements, that the operational equipment can
be
 :f lown in the same .vehicles being used for research purposes,
arid that no additional^  tracking and telemetering stations will
b e ' ' " ' " "
Navigation - ~*. -^, ! • -. - *- . '
 ; /A/ •_
,' . • ; ". - , " . " • - . - " . . i , '
OSie objective of NASA activities In the navigational
satellite area is >to investigate the potentialities of applying
space flight techniques; to the development of a practical all
weather navigation sys-fiem. ' .,..-. y
'As an initial step; to determine ^whether NASA should support
an active navlgatlohal^satelllte program, a! feasibility study
should be made to determine to what extent, j if at all, _ space
techniques should be exploited, to develop a' ''commercially useful
navigation system. This analysis should take advantage of any
information resulting from the Department of Defense navigation
satellite program, Transit, and should include consideration
of the possibility of making use of the Transit system or some
derivative, of it for the commercial, application. Further, the
study should include a summary of appropriate existing know-
ledge, investigation of ^ alternative techniques, preliminary
design studies of competitive, satellite systems, and an eleva-
tion of the technical and economic feasibility of the alterna-
tive systems. This feasibility analysis should be completed
by late I960.
Aeronautical and Space Research
The primary objectives of the aeronautical and space
research program are to provide the broad foundation of basic
and applied research required to Instire the successful develop-
ment of the national aeronautical and space vehicle program and
to provide the new scientific knowledge and new concepts neces-
sary for major technological advancements. In addition to these
primary objectives, the aeronautical and space research effort
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provides advanced development and special testing support to
the aeronautical and space programs of both the Department of
Defense and JfASA. This research activity will be accomplished
largely by in-house efforts at/the several NASA research centers
supplemented by researeh grants'and contacts, mainly to uni-
fersities, government laboratories, and otKer nonprofit institu-
tions. The NASA program of research ai industrial laboratories
is covered in the other sections of this Plan., The aeronautical
and space research program is coordinated with the other
research efforts of universities., industry, and that done as a
part of the development programs of NASA and the Department of
Defense. i. • ' " . ' . " . . . ' . "- ,'•
A detailed description, ©f th& fplanned aeronautical and ""
space research program would be valid only for a short distance
in the future since the nature of the program is highly depend-
ent on the results of previous research. The aeronautical and
space research program can best be identified- by describing
the present effort and the gross long'term trends in terms of
distribution of^  effort. Figures III and I? indicate the current
and projected distribution,, of the aeronautical and space research
effort by ,-problem area and vehicle application, respectively.
Although a large portion of the research wprk has general appli-
cability^ the vehicle type to which the research is presently
most applicable is shorn. . ' -
In Figure III, the Materials Sciences, Structures, and
Operating Problems category consists of research on problems
©f the environment, statistics-, and dynamics of structures,
the science and applications of materials, and operating prob-
lems related t® life support and optimum use of humans in aero-
nautical and space flight. The current major problem areas In
materials and structures research are tor-Improve the properties
of high strength, lew weight; structures to high temperature,
vacuum and combined environments. In the. area of feuman factors,
the main research emphasiseis on life support and man's tolerance
and capabilities in various/-physical environments I The "level of
eff@ft :trend for this category of activity is an immediate
increase in rate of effort /followed by a more gradual long term
expansion. ] •" '',
 ;
The Propulsi©n and f&ergy Conversion program consists of
research In .the fields ©f chemical, nuclear, and electrical
rockets, electrical power generation, and air-breathing engines.
The present-*ritieal research areas'are the investigation of
combustion, heat transfer, and storage problems of high energy
chemical rockets, the study of heat transfer, pumping, and
control of nuclear propilsion systems, initial phases of ion
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and plasma research, and solar, chemical and nuclear eleclrrical
power generation. ,It is expected that research in this overall
category will increase slightly, over the next decade due to a
marked increase in electrical power generation and nuclear
rocket work. The present relatively large amount /of chemical
rocket research is expected, to decrease toward the end of the
ten year period and air-breathing engine research is expected
to be substantially reduced during the decade.
The Plight Mechanics category Includes -research in trajec-
tory analysis, control and stabilization, guidance and naviga-
tion
 5 pilot problems including flying and handling, instrumenta-
tionj, and data acquisition and transmission'. Research in this
area will center on^ lunar, .planetary and satellite trajectories,
automatic navigation and control sys.tems, interrelationships
between tne pilot and the control system, and flight instrumenta-
tion and data .telemetering systems,, including erectable space
antennas and attenuation of radio signals by Ionized gasesT
The major shift in emphasis;will be due to a four fold increase
over the coming decade in the level of effort applied to/ the
electro-mechanical activities of data .acquisition, instrumenta-
tion, guidance and navigation.
" L-
The research area, Aerodynamics^ a^nd Environmental fhyslcs,
Includes supersonic and hypersonic aerodynamics,\subsonic and
transonic aerodynamics, flow physics:, magnetogasdynamics, and
space environment? physics.s At present, research is being done
,on VTOL/STOL aircraft, subsonic transport and cargo aircraft,
take-off, landing and heating problems of supersonic and hyper-
sonic aircraft, dynamics and heating of re-entry bodies, boundary
layer dynamics, physics, and chemistry of heated gas flow,
magnetic and elctrlc properites of ionized gases, and the nature
and behavior of the space environment. The most significant
shift of emphasis^  in-this category is a threefold decrease in
the amount of aerodynamic research by the end of the decade
accompanied by an increase of the level of, effort in the magrieto-
gasdynamies and environmental physics areas.
Figure IV shows that approximately 40$ of the research
effort is now primarily applicable to space vehicles, 15$ to
missiles, and about 45$ t© aircraft. The projection to the
future indicates that the major trend is a reduction of missile
and" aircraft research and an increase in support of space
vehicles.
,
s
SPACE--PLIGHT OPERATIONS
.- • - ^
The objective of space flight operations activity is to
provide the logistic support needed to satisfy the requirements
of the space flight research and development program in the
areas of communication, tracking, data acquisition., computing,
command, and launching. One major function of-the"space flight
operations effort is to integrate the requirements for these
facilities In ordfjr to minimize duplication, achieve timely
-availability at low cost, maintain flexibility, and provide
growth capability.
At the present time, and for sometime.to .come, the. satel-
lite and space activities of NASA are strongly oriented toward
research anfl development. Therefore, NASA policy will be to
provide facilities which are general purpose and easily adapt-
able for multiple uses, rather than equipment designed,for a
unique program. ••" ~
The national program In the area of tracking and data
acquisition is based on a Joint NASA/DOD study made in early
1959. This study led to an agreement between DOD and NASA
that a flexible general purpose world network of satellite and
space vehicle tracking and telemetering stations would, be
established to meet the R&D needs of both the DOD and NASA
except for certain operational intelligence programs of the
military. The portions of the world complex for which NASA is
responsible are: the Earth Orbit net, including the Minitrack
and'Baker-Nunn installations; the Deep Space Net; the Mercury
Net; and a continuation apd expansion of the Vanguard data
reception and analysis center.
The Minitrack portion of the Earth Orbit net consists of
a/group of stations along the 75th meridian for low Inclina-
tion orbit satellites supplemented by some additional stations
at outlying locations to track polar and high inclination
orbits. The present stations have the capability of receiving
telemetry, angle tracking by means of an inteferometer antenna,
and, at s;ome stations, transmitting commands to the satellite.
With suitable updating and modification to Improve accuracy
and sensitivity, these stations can satisfy-most of the scienti-
fic satellite needs for the".decade.
The Baker-Nunn portion of the Earth Orbit net consists of
twelve precision optical camera stations located at sights
between 30° north and 30° south latitude, a few colocated
with Minitrack stations. These cameras provide tracking data
which'are more accurate than that.of Minitrack, but which
require considerably longer to reduce and interpret. It is
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not planned to expand the Baker-rNunn camera net; however,
studies are underway to determine the need >for additional
shutter-type ballistic .cameras located at some of the track-
, ! i n g sights. / ; . . ' r ' '
The Deep Space net is in the process of construction at
this time- It will consist of three to five large tracking
dishes with associated receiving and data handling equipment.
At thevpresent time, one station at. Gladstone _Lake, Californfa,
is .essentially complete. A^second station, to be located"at
vWoomera, Australia, is in tfie last stages of fabrication and
is expected to be iii"operation-1 toward the last part of I960.
A third station is to be -located in South Africa. This station
should be capable of partial operation by the beginning "of '1961.
The requirements for additional r'eceiving stations, such as one
located on the east coast of the United States, are being
studied at this time. A transmitter and large dish, not dis-
, cussed in
 : the DpJD-NASA .agreement, is being installed at Gold-
stone for purposes of ranging and command to deep space "
vehicles. The Deep Space Net, with suitable updating and'the
possible addition of one rtore station and of transmitting
facilities at each site*, should be able to satisfy most of the
NASA R&D tracking and data acquisition requirements for deep '•<
space and wide bandwidth satellite data acquisition for most
of the decade.
The Mercury net consists of 17 ground and ship stations f
located along the path of a 33° inclination orbit smarting at
AMR. Most of the stations have equipment for telemetering and
conjraunieatijng with the capsule, while a smaller number have
C or S band tracking radars and command transmitter's. The net
Is expected to be in operation toward the end of I960. Although
the Mercury jiet is being "designed primarily for the manned
space-flight satellite program, many ,of the stations are port-
able and can serve tracking and telemetering needs during the
launching of other space vehicles.. It Is expected thaf
elements of this net,
 (modified or supplemented, will be used
for other programs throughout the decade.
The computing, communications, and data handling center
for the Vanguard program is being modified and relocated at
the Goddard Space Plight Center to form a central NASA facility
fop this kind of activity. This facility will be completed, in
time to be used with the Mercury program. It is expected that
this central data handling system combined with the communica-
tions network, originally established for Minitrack and supple-
mented for Mercury, will form a nucleus for handling the
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majority of NASA's requirements for data handling, orbit com-
putation and communication associated with scientific satel-
lites. Studies to^determine NASA requirements for world timing
signals, interstatlon data transmission, a central' data reduc-
tion facility, and long range communications and data handling
research will be completed by mid 1961.
In order, to suit the changing needs of an R&D program,
flexible launching facilities will be provided, particularly
with regard to such items as "growth capability and ease of
modification of blockhouse and gantry equipment. Close liaison
will be maintained between groups planning the launching facili-
ties of similar programs so that, as in the instance of Atlas-
Agena and Atlas-Centaur, mutual use may be jnade of launching
and handling equipment.
The present launching facility plans call for completion
in the near future 0f one pad for Scout at Wallops with a
capacity of about 12 vehicles per year, two pads at AMR for •
the Atlas-Agena B/Centaur class and .the use of a third pad at
FMR (yielding a capacity of 36 vehicles per year), a Thor-
Pelta (or Thor-Agena B) pad at both AMR and J?MR (resulting in
pi capacity of 24 vehicles per year), and one pad (with space
for a second)-for Saturn at AMR (giving a capacity of 12
vehicles per year). These capacities appear to be adequate to
fulfill the program requirements for;these vehicle classes for
the next decade. AS indicated in TableVIII, the need for
special recovery facilities and the second Saturn pad "will be
determined as a part of the Saturn mission studies which should
fee completed by mid 1961.
A review will be made in the early part of 1961 to deter- -
mine the need for an equatorial launching range. While- there
is no present need for such a facility, the question will be
reviewed periodically in the light of new^program developments.
A review of the requiiremerits . f or-a Remote Nuclear launch site
will be completed by mid 1964 in coordination with an advanced
propulsion systems review. For this Plan, it is assumed.that
additional Saturn/Nova launching facilities will be required
tout that neither a remote nuclear, nor an equatorial range will
toe needed within the decade.
The research and advanced development required to support
space flight operations^activity is"primarily concerned with
the problems of communicaiiTbn, tracking, and data acquisition.
The present_lpw level of activity in this field will be expanded
©ver the next few years to^provide additional support. The work
to be done in the next few years will Include research in low
noise receivers,, masers, parametric amplifiers, and infrared
communications!.
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